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Chapter 1161: Buying property (2) 

 

“Yes, boss!” Wu Qiang replied respectfully. 

Although the third courtyard was not big, there were still five to six bedrooms. Wu Qiang was not picky 

about the accommodation. He randomly chose a room and put his things in it. Then, he ran over to help 

serve the dishes. 

“Ruofei, what did you make that smells so good?” Zhao Yongjun asked with a smile. 

Xia ruofei laughed.”You guys are in luck. I saw our company’s paradise vegetables at the Sam’s Club. I 

bought some for you guys to try!” 

“Oh, really? I’ve been hearing from Xiao Rui about how delicious the vegetables in your company are 

these past two days, and I’ve been itching to go to San Shan to have a good meal!” Zhao Yongjun said 

happily,”I didn’t expect your products to be sold in Beijing!” 

“We’re working with a super merchant. The production capacity is limited in the early stages, so we 

should be able to distribute the goods all over the country later.” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

Song Rui saw the Drunken Eight Immortals wine on the table and couldn’t help but call out,””Woof! 

Even Drunken Eight Immortals had one! Today’s meal is very sumptuous!” 

“I also bought it from the Sam’s shop.” Xia ruofei said without changing his expression. 

“Drunken Eight Immortals?” Zhao Yongjun was confused. 

Song Rui said with a smile,”brother Zhao, you only know that ruofei’s company produces high – end 

vegetables, but you don’t know that he has invested in a winery!” Let me tell you, this wine is selling like 

crazy in the southeast province. It’s not expensive, but the taste is no worse than the Maotai 

Wuliangye!” 

“Oh, really? Then I’ll have to drink a few more cups today!” Zhao Yongjun said happily. 

He was also a wine lover, and he was in a good mood today because he had accidentally reunited with 

the soldiers he had led in the past. 

Soon, everyone was seated at the table and eating. Without any suspense, drunken eight immortal and 

the table full of Peach Garden vegetables conquered Zhao Yong Jun and Wu Qiang. 

Wu Qiang was still a little reserved, but Zhao Yongjun couldn’t help but praise him loudly. It wasn’t song 

Rui’s first time tasting the Taoyuan vegetables, so he didn’t say anything at all from the beginning and 

just ate it. 

Everyone was a man today, so they didn’t have to eat in a refined manner. In a short while, everyone 

had finished the food on the table and drank two bottles of Drunken Eight Immortals wine. 



Zhao Yongjun wiped his mouth and said,””Satisfying! Today’s meal was really satisfying! Those clubs and 

private restaurants were not as good as RUO Fei’s cooking! Ruofei, if you open a restaurant, I’m sure 

you’ll make a lot of money too!” 

Xia ruofei laughed,”the main thing is that the ingredients are good!” My cooking skills can only be 

considered average ...” 

After the meal, everyone returned to the main courtyard and sat around the stone table under the 

grape trellis, making tea and chatting. 

Both Zhao Yongjun and song Rui decided to stay here tonight, so the three of them went out again and 

bought a few sets of beddings. As for Wu Qiang, he stayed at home to pack his things. 

They drove to a nearby store. Xia ruofei thought about it and bought a few more sets of bedsheets, 

pillows, and blankets. 

He had considered that he could use it if there were guests in the future, so it was also a regular home 

item. 

After returning to the courtyard house, Zhao Yongjun and song Rui each picked a guest room and 

brought a set of bedding to the room. They did it themselves and had enough food and clothing. 

Xia ruofei also kept one set and asked Wu Qiang to put the rest of the sets in the empty guest room 

cabinets. 

Naturally, Xia ruofei was staying in the biggest master bedroom in the second courtyard. 

The huge master bedroom also came with an independent bathroom with an extra – large Jacuzzi and a 

separate cloakroom. There was also a study room and a living room. The entire large room spanned two 

courtyards, and the interior decoration was very luxurious. 

After taking a hot bath, Xia ruofei took out a set of clean home clothes from the space and changed into 

them. He lay on the bed and looked at his phone for a while before falling asleep. 

It was a quiet night. 

The next day, Xia ruofei gave the control system of the smart home to Wu Qiang. This way, even if he 

was not at home, Wu Qiang could come and go as he pleased. 

Zhao Yongjun’s friend, who was in the restoration of ancient buildings, also came over. After checking 

the site, he quickly came up with a preliminary restoration plan and budget. 

Xia ruofei had been making many changes, so the total amount was only about 500000. 

For the restoration of ancient buildings, such a small project was really too small. If it wasn’t for Zhao 

Yongjun’s relationship, his friend probably wouldn’t even be willing to take on such a small project. 

Xia ruofei trusted Zhao Yongjun’s men, so he nodded in agreement after a quick look. 

However, he couldn’t stay in Beijing all the time. Fortunately, Wu Qiang had officially come to work, so 

he could keep an eye on the reconstruction of the siheyuan. Besides, Zhao Yongjun was also in Beijing, 

so there shouldn’t be any problems with him taking care of it. 



Xia ruofei and Zhao Yongjun’s friend went out to the bank to transfer the advance payment to him. 

Wu Qiang stayed in the courtyard house alone. 

After he tidied up the place, he picked up a broom and began to sweep the fallen leaves in the yard. It 

was early autumn, and some trees in the North had already begun to shed leaves. 

After cleaning up the three courtyards, Wu Qiang found a leather pipe from the tool room and 

connected it to the tap in the courtyard. He then began to wash the bluestone slabs. 

People had been coming and going for the past two days, and they had brought a lot of dust in. The 

military camp was generally spotless. Wu Qiang was not used to seeing any dirt, so he had to clean it up. 

Although Xia ruofei had said that they could hire a part – time cleaner, Wu Qiang still felt a little 

apologetic for not having much work to do despite his high salary. 

Therefore, he had decided that he didn’t need to hire a part – time helper to clean the yard. He would 

clean it himself every day. It didn’t take much effort anyway. 

Just as Wu Qiang was cleaning the courtyard, the front courtyard’s side door opened. 

Wu Qiang placed the hose that was still flowing into the flower bed and straightened his body. 

A brand new Land Rover slowly drove in. 

When Wu Qiang saw Xia ruofei sitting in the car, he quickly turned off the tap and walked up to her. He 

greeted her respectfully,””Boss, you’re back!” 

Xia ruofei opened the car door and jumped out. He smiled and nodded. 

Then, he said,”why are you cleaning by yourself?” Didn’t I tell you to just get someone to do it?” 

“Boss, I’ll just do this small task, don’t waste any more money ...” Wu Qiang said with a simple and 

honest smile. 

Wu Qiang’s parents had to take medicine for a long time in the countryside. His younger brother and 

sister were more hardworking. All three of them had been admitted to college. The whole family relied 

on his salary every month to survive. 

When he was the security Captain, although his monthly salary was 6000 Yuan, he always tried his best 

to eat his fill during the meal. The other two meals were basically just passable. He spent as little money 

as possible and sent the money he saved to his parents and siblings. 

Now that he was working for Xia ruofei, his salary had increased by a huge amount. Food and 

accommodation were also included, so he was much more well – off. 

Yesterday, Xia ruofei had paid him a month’s salary in advance and even asked for his bank account 

number. He had also signed a formal employment contract with the Paradise Corporation. From now on, 

he would be an official employee of the Paradise Corporation and his salary would be transferred to his 

bank account every month. 



Wu Qiang’s gratitude towards Xia ruofei came from the bottom of his heart. Naturally, he did the 

cleaning out of his own will. 

Xia ruofei could feel Wu Qiang’s sincerity. He also knew that he could not dampen Wu Qiang’s 

enthusiasm at this time. Hence, he smiled and nodded.”Alright, do your best. I’ll give you a raise at the 

end of the year ...” 

“Boss, the salary is already very high ...” Wu Qiang quickly said. 

Xia ruofei laughed.”Our company’s employees all have a fixed capital increase. We’re not giving you any 

special treatment!” 

After saying that, he casually threw the car keys to Wu Qiang. 

Wu Qiang caught it subconsciously. At this moment, he heard Xia ruofei say,””I went out to buy a car 

this morning. From now on, this car is under your control!” 

Chapter 1162: returning home (1) 

 

“Ah?” Wu Qiang was stunned. 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”what” ah “? Did you forget that you’re also my driver? You have to help me 

take care of this car!” 

Xia ruofei had spent less than 140 million on this courtyard house. With all the taxes and handling fees, 

he still had more than 40 million left from the sale of the king’s Green square plate. Considering that it 

would be more convenient to have a car when he came to the capital in the future, Xia ruofei simply 

bought a Land Rover. 

Xia ruofei had bought a Range Rover that cost more than three million Yuan. If he could get the car 

immediately, he must have found someone. 

That day, song Rui had invited a group of friends to introduce him to Xia ruofei. One of them was a guy 

named Wang Yuan. His father was from the customs bureau. Wang Yuan had opened several high – end 

imported car stores in the capital. When Xia ruofei wanted to buy a car, he thought of him first. 

When Wang Yuan heard that Xia ruofei wanted to buy a land Rover, he went to the car shop in person 

and gave Xia ruofei the only existing car. He even gave him a 10% discount on the total price and gave 

him a lot of car supplies such as film filters, floor mats, dashcam, and so on. 

It took time to get the license plate, but Wang Yuan got a temporary license plate for Xia ruofei as fast as 

he could. Xia ruofei drove the car back directly after sticking it on. 

Xia ruofei smiled at Wu Qiang.”Wu Qiang, someone will send over the official license plate and the 

relevant documents in a few days. If I’m not home, remember to keep it well.” 

“Okay, boss!” Wu Qiang quickly said. 

“Alright, I’ll leave this car to you!” Xia ruofei said,”I’ll leave the usual maintenance and cleaning to you.” 



“Don’t worry, boss. I’ll take good care of the car!” Wu Qiang said. 

“En!” Xia ruofei nodded.”When I’m not in the capital, you can use it if you need it. Do your best and 

remember to issue an invoice. I’ll reimburse you later!” 

Wu Qiang was taken aback and quickly said,””Boss, I can’t touch such a good car. I’ll be your driver when 

you need me!” 

“What do you mean by that!” Xia ruofei said,”didn’t you buy a car to drive? If I didn’t come to Beijing for 

a few months, this car would have broken down! I should use it!” 

“This ...” Wu Qiang hesitated for a moment and said,”I understand, boss!” 

He was very touched. 

Not only did Xia ruofei give him an advance on his salary, but he also gave him the right to manage the 

luxury car that was worth millions. The value of the furniture and household appliances in such a large 

courtyard house was not low. Xia ruofei also gave him all the authority. 

It was because he was a retired soldier under Zhao Yongjun. 

This was the boss’s trust in Him. He also secretly decided in his heart that he must not betray the boss’s 

trust. 

In fact, this was Xia ruofei’s personality. He would not doubt the person he used and would not use the 

person he suspected. 

Xia ruofei had always given special treatment to the Veterans who had military experience. 

Seeing that Xia ruofei trusted him so much, Wu Qiang was touched and secretly reminded himself to be 

careful of his actions. For example, this car. Although the boss said that he could use it if he needed it, 

he had to know when to advance and when to retreat. He must not treat this car as his and drive it 

around when the boss was not in the capital. 

If the boss was worried that the car would not be good if it was left for too long, then he would drive it 

out regularly and do the maintenance on time. As for other times, he must not touch the car. 

Naturally, Xia ruofei did not know about Wu Qiang’s thoughts. After he passed the car keys to Wu Qiang, 

he did not care about this matter anymore. 

...... 

Xia ruofei stayed in the capital for another two days before returning to the three mountains. 

Originally, Xia ruofei wanted to stay for a few more days. The days in the courtyard were quite leisurely. 

Every day, he would make tea and drink wine. When he was free, he could watch a big movie in the 

huge Music Hall or go to Houhai to Xuanji Bay. It was very comfortable. 

After all, she didn’t have to worry much about the company’s Affairs. Although Feng Jing stayed in the 

capital to prepare for the jaded skin cream advertisement, she would handle all the company’s Affairs 

remotely, big and small, so everything was in order. 



However, the renovation of the courtyard house would begin in two days. Xia ruofei did not want to 

continue living in the courtyard that was full of noise and people. 

The key was that song Rui could not wait any longer. 

He and Zhuo Yiyi still had not made any substantial progress, so he called a few times a day to urge Xia 

ruofei to return to the three mountains as soon as possible so that he could help him inform Song Wei 

and “indirectly save the country”. 

Xia ruofei couldn’t take it anymore. He finally packed up and prepared to return to the three mountains. 

Initially, Xia ruofei wanted to let Feng Jing stay in the courtyard house. However, since the construction 

of the courtyard house had started and Feng Jing was staying in the hotel with the main team, it would 

be more convenient for her to work. Hence, he decided not to. 

Staying in a hotel didn’t cost much anyway, and Xia ruofei really didn’t lack money. 

Before he left, Xia ruofei went to the song family’s old house. 

On one hand, it was to say goodbye to elder song. On the other hand, the Jade skin cream that he gave 

song Zhilan previously was very well received. Song Zhilan personally called Xia ruofei and expressed 

that she wanted to take a few more portions. She was a little embarrassed to say that she kept three of 

the ten portions that Wanwan had given her and gave the rest to the upper – Class ladies. 

This was what Xia ruofei wanted to see. Before the product was released, it would be difficult for it not 

to become popular if it made a name for itself in the upper class. 

 

? 
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Hence, Xia ruofei was very happy to do so. Without a second word, he took ten more servings and 

brought them over. 

Elder song personally received Xia ruofei. 

After wearing the spirit – gathering Jade Guanyin on his body for a few days, elder song’s energy was 

much better than before. His entire face was glowing, and he looked quite good. 

Elder song asked Xia ruofei to stay for a meal. His words were full of care and concern. He told Xia ruofei 

to look for song Qiming if he was in trouble or to call him directly. 

After Xia ruofei finished his meal, he left the song family’s old residence and returned to the courtyard 

house to pack up. Then, he asked Wu Qiang to drive him to the capital’s airport. 

After getting off the car, Xia ruofei smiled at Wu Qiang and said,””Wu Qiang, after I go back, help me 

look after the courtyard in Beijing. If there’s any problem that you can’t solve, you can go to brother 

Zhao!” 



“Don’t worry, boss!”Said Wu Qiang with a serious face. 

Xia ruofei patted Wu Qiang’s shoulder and did not ask him to send him in. He carried his simple luggage 

and walked into the airport departure hall. 

Security check, waiting, boarding, everything went smoothly. 

At 3:30 in the afternoon, Xia ruofei’s Airbus 320 took off and soared into the sky under the afternoon 

sun. 

Two hours later, Xia ruofei walked out of the departure hall of Sanshan airport. 

Although this trip was not long, Xia ruofei felt as if it had been a lifetime ago. It was mainly because too 

many things had happened. 

He had accidentally picked up a lucky opportunity and earned almost 200 million Yuan. He then spent 

another 100 million Yuan and became one of the property owners in the capital. Moreover, it was a 

large siheyuan in the center of the city. He also made a group of rich and powerful friends from all walks 

of life. 

Of course, this was not the most important thing. 

Instead, he was caught off guard by the icy beauty Lu You’s confession ... 

In fact, Xia ruofei had not yet recovered from the shock. 

Looking at the setting sun in the distance, Xia ruofei was a little dazed. 

“Brother Xia ... Brother Xia!” 

“Ah?” Xia ruofei snapped out of his daze and realized that ye Lingyun was already standing beside him. 

“Brother Xia, what are you thinking about?” Ye linyun asked with a smile. 

Before Xia ruofei flew back to San Shan, she gave ye Lingyun a call and told him her flight number so 

that he could arrange for someone to pick her up. 

Ye Lingyun was now the head of security at paradise Corporation. At the same time, he was also in 

charge of the establishment of the tea leaves studio. He was very busy with work, but ye Lingyun still 

came to pick them up personally. 

“Oh, Ling Yun is here! It’s fine, let’s go back!” Xia ruofei returned to her senses and smiled. 

Ye Lingyun took Xia ruofei’s bag and the two of them walked to the parking lot. 

On the way back, Xia ruofei briefly explained the company’s situation to ye Lingyun, then leaned back in 

her seat and closed her eyes to rest. 

Ye Lingyun quickly turned off the car’s sound system and drove quietly. 

The Mercedes – Benz drove smoothly on the airport Highway. 

After a long time, Xia ruofei suddenly opened his eyes and asked,””Ling Yun, how’s the construction of 

the tea – making workshop going?” 



Ye Lingyun drove steadily as he replied,””It’s all done! We can make tea at any time, but we don’t have 

tea leaves yet!” 

This season was not the production season for tea leaves, and there was still some time before the 

autumn tea would be released. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”I’ll take care of the tea leaves. I’ll get you a batch of high – quality tea leaves 

in a few days. You can choose a few smart veterans to help you. We’ll make a batch of tea leaves and 

see how good the quality is!” 

“Yes!” Ye Lingyun was overjoyed. Brother Xia, I promise to complete the task!” 

Xia ruofei laughed.”Show us what you’ve got. Let’s see if you’ve learned anything from Mr. Li Zhifu!” 

“Alright! Just knock!” Ye linyun said happily. 

When he returned to the farm, it was almost time for dinner. Now that Hu Zi’s mother had moved back, 

the villa was empty. Xia ruofei was too lazy to cook for himself, so he went to the company cafeteria for 

dinner before returning to the villa alone with his bag. 

Xia ruofei came out of the shower and picked up his phone, ready to call Ling Qingxue. 

After staying in Beijing for so many days, the two of them had only contacted each other by phone and 

WeChat. Now that she was back, he definitely had to let her know. 

Moreover, Xia ruofei had even made a protective Jade Leaf this time. Even Lu You was equipped with it. 

As Ling Qingxue was his official girlfriend, he naturally had to give it to her at the first opportunity. 

Just as Xia ruofei found Ling Qingxue’s number in his call history and was about to dial it, his phone rang 

with a WeChat notification. 

Xia ruofei saw the notification that popped up on the top of his phone and his eyelids twitched. It was a 

WeChat message from Lu You. 

He hesitated for a moment, but he still clicked on the message. 

“I heard you’ve returned to the three mountains? Do you have time to have dinner together tomorrow? 

Don’t worry, I’m not the only one. There’s also little Yueyue who’s worried about you ...” 

At the end of the message was a laughing emoji with its mouth covered. 

Xia ruofei muttered to himself for a long time, not knowing how to reply to this message. 

Just as Xia ruofei was hesitating, his phone vibrated again. This time, it was a call. 

Xia ruofei was deep in thought, and the phone in his hand kept vibrating. After a while, he finally noticed 

Ling Qingxue’s image on the screen. He quickly shook his head and answered the call. 

“Qingxue ...” Xia ruofei’s voice sounded guilty. 

Ling Qingxue naturally didn’t notice it. She smiled and asked,””What are you doing? Why did you take so 

long to answer the phone?” 
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“Oh! He was just taking a shower! “I heard my phone ringing as soon as I went out ...” Xia ruofei said,”I 

was just about to call you after I took a shower!” 

“Good girl ...” Ling Qingxue chuckled, then asked,”you’ve been out for so many days, did you miss me?” 

“I want! Of course I want to!” Xia ruofei blurted out,”it’s simply too much!” 

“You’re so glib!” Ling Qingxue couldn’t handle such sweet talk. She spat and said,”my father wants you 

to come over for dinner tomorrow!” 

“Only father – in – Law is treating me?” Xia ruofei smiled cheekily and asked,”you don’t want me to go 

over?” 

Ling Qingxue didn’t joke around this time. She only said softly,””I also want to ... Are you coming?” 

Xia ruofei suddenly felt that the softest part of his heart had been touched. He said without 

thinking,””Of course I’m going! Even if it’s raining knives outside tomorrow, I’ll definitely rush over!” 

“This is more like it!” Ling Qingxue chuckled. 

“I have something to give you!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”my dear wife, why don’t you come over to 

my place tonight and we can go back to your house together tomorrow?” 

Ling Qingxue pouted and said,”I’m not going!” You’re thinking of doing bad things again, right?” 

Xia ruofei’s heart skipped a beat. He said,””How could it be bad? We haven’t seen each other for so 

many days, and you won’t let me miss my wife? Hehe ...” 

Ling Qingxue was silent for a moment, then said softly,””Ruofei, I have to work overtime today, so I 

won’t be going. Let’s meet tomorrow!” 

Xia ruofei was slightly disappointed, but he quickly smiled and said,””That’s fine. You can’t drive 

properly in the middle of the night. I’ll see you tomorrow then!” 

“I’m sorry ...” 

“Silly girl, why are you apologizing to me?” Xia ruofei said,”remember to rest early and don’t work too 

late. Your health is more important!” 

“I understand ...” Ling Qingxue said,”ruofei, see you tomorrow!” 

“Give me a kiss before hanging up!” 

“MMH!” 

“Good girl. Good night, wife!” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 



When he heard the busy tone from the phone, he hung up. When Qianqian was talking to Ling Qingxue, 

he was used to letting Ling Qingxue hang up first because he didn’t want Ling Qingxue to hear the cold 

busy tone. 

After hanging up the phone, the phone returned to the WeChat interface. 

Xia ruofei had nothing to hesitate about this time. He took a deep breath and quickly typed on his 

phone: “I’m sorry! I have plans for tomorrow. Let’s change the time!” 

After typing, Xia ruofei quickly pressed the send button and sighed. 

Xia ruofei had just sent the message when he heard a ‘ding dong’. Lu You had replied to his WeChat 

message. It was obvious that she had been keeping an eye on the messages on her phone. 

“Girlfriend? That’s right, I’ve been out for so many days, I understand!” 

“I’m sorry ...” 

“It doesn’t matter, I believe we will meet soon! ‘Mischievous’.” 

Xia ruofei was stunned for a moment. In reality, even if he had not arranged to have a meal with Ling 

Qingxue, he would have rejected Lu You tactfully. That was because he had not thought of how to face 

Lu You, especially how to not hurt her. 

Xia ruofei did not expect to meet Lu You again so soon. He was more or less surprised. 

However, this was all for the future. After Xia ruofei replied to Lu You’s WeChat message, he took out his 

phone and read the news for a while before going to bed early. 

The next morning, Xia ruofei got up on time to cultivate. 

After having breakfast in the company’s cafeteria, he went to his office and sat there for a while. Feng 

Jing, the General Manager, was not in her seat. As the chairman, even if he was just putting on an act, 

he should still work for a while. 

Of course, other than some financial matters that required him to sign, he did not need to personally get 

involved in some overly specific matters, so he was still relatively idle. 

At around 10:30, Xia ruofei left the office and drove the Knight XV SUV to Ling Xiaotian’s jiangbin villa in 

the city. 

As the car was driving on the winding highway, his phone on the center console rang. 

The phone was connected to the car’s Bluetooth. Xia ruofei glanced at the message on the LCD screen 

and realized that it was a call from Song Wei. 

Xia ruofei was trying to find an excuse to look for Song Wei! 

On one hand, it was because of song Rui. Although that guy was a little unreliable, Xia ruofei still wanted 

to get it done as soon as possible since he had promised him. 



On the other hand, Xia ruofei was still thinking about the realm stone that had caused Song Wei to be in 

danger. Xia ruofei was almost certain that there was a realm stone in the ancient tomb, so he had 

always wanted Song Wei to bring him to the scene to take a look. 

Xia ruofei pressed the answer button on the steering wheel and asked with a smile,””Song Wei, what’s 

the matter?” 
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“I heard you’ve returned to San Shan?” Song Wei said with a smile. 

“Woof! You’re really well – informed!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”I just got home yesterday. You know it 

already!” 

“That’s right! We have a mole in Beijing!” Song Wei joked. 

“Lady song, what are your instructions?” Xia ruofei asked. 

“I wouldn’t dare to give you any instructions, Chairman Xia!” Song Wei said,”I need to talk to you about 

something!” 

“Say it! I’m driving!” Xia ruofei said. 

“Are you free tonight? I’ll treat you to a meal!” Song Wei said. 

“What’s wrong? Why are you treating me to a meal out of the blue?” Xia ruofei joked. 

“Why are you all fine?” Song Wei said,”you’re my Savior. Do I need a reason to treat you to a meal? Just 

tell me if you’re free or not!” 

“It’s hard to say ... Tonight!” Xia ruofei muttered,”I should be free tomorrow!” 

Xia ruofei had gone to Ling Xiaotian’s house for lunch this afternoon. He still wanted to spend the night 

with Ling Qingxue as a newly – wedded couple. Naturally, he was not willing to go out to socialize. 

“Alright, tomorrow night then!” Song Wei replied without hesitation. I’ll also introduce a few friends to 

you. ” 

“Friend?” Xia ruofei was stunned. 

“They’re all powerful friends from the southeast province and Sanshan city. Most of their fathers are 

leaders ...” Song Wei said tactfully. 

In fact, it was not tactful. The meaning was already very clear. 

Xia ruofei suddenly felt a sense of déjà vu. Wasn’t this a replica of what song Rui did in the capital a few 

days ago? Song Rui had found some rich young masters from the capital. This time, when they returned 

to the three mountains, Song Wei immediately introduced him to such friends. 



Xia ruofei immediately realized that this was not Song Wei’s personal action. It could be song Qiming’s 

intention, or even elder song ‘s. 

He couldn’t help but feel a trace of warmth in his heart. 

“I understand, I understand!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”I’ll definitely be there tomorrow!” 

“Then it’s settled!” “Drive carefully!” Song Wei said happily. I’m hanging up ...” 

“I’ll see you tomorrow!” 

...... 

When they arrived at Ling Xiaotian’s Villa, the father and daughter had just returned from the company. 

They only got off work on time because Xia ruofei was coming over for dinner. 

Recently, Ling Xiaotian’s company had been expanding rapidly, especially the private restaurant. 

Because of the secret Buddha Jumps Over the Wall soup, business was surprisingly good. It had been 

preparing to open a branch not long after it opened. 

In addition, the winery had also brought in a large amount of cash flow, and the hotel business was also 

quite smooth, so the father and daughter were busier by the day. 

Ling Xiaotian was very happy to see Xia ruofei. He greeted him with a smile,””RUO Fei is here! Hurry, 

come in and sit!” 

“Uncle Ling, how have you been?” Xia ruofei first blinked at Ling Qingxue, then asked with a smile. 

“I’m busy! What a tiring life!” Ling Xiaotian laughed as he spoke. 

Ling Qingxue took the Taoyuan vegetables and Drunken Eight Immortals wine from Xia ruofei’s hands 

and said with a smile,””Dad, you’re almost becoming a hands – off manager now, leaving everything to 

me to deal with, and you’re still working hard! I think I’m the one who has a hard life!” 

“Then wouldn’t I still be in charge of the company? You! You should be content! I’m nurturing you! Who 

asked you to not have a brother? I have such a big family business, and in the end, didn’t I pass it to 

you?” 

“I don’t care!” Ling Qingxue pouted and said,”I don’t even have a day of leisure ...” 

“Qingxue, how can you speak to uncle Ling like that?” Xia ruofei deliberately put on a straight face and 

said,”you’re the heir of the lingji F & B group. You have to take responsibility!” 

“Listen, listen, RUO Fei’s awareness is higher than yours!” Ling Xiaotian said,”I say, ruofei, Qingxue is a 

girl. It’s really hard for her to work like this all day. Why don’t you come to the company and help me?” 

Anyway, my company will be handed over to you two sooner or later!” 

Xia ruofei quickly waved his hand and said,””Aiyo! Uncle, I can ‘t! I’m not cut out to run a company! In 

my small company, I’ve always left it to the professional manager and never managed it myself!” 

When Ling Qingxue heard this, she laughed and said,””Dad! Can’t you tell? This guy is just standing there 

and talking, but once he’s serious, he’ll immediately run away ...” 



Xia ruofei protested,”What do you mean I’m scared?” I’m being highly responsible for uncle Ling’s 

company, okay? A person like me who can’t accomplish anything but ruin things should be firmly 

excluded from your company’s leadership team!” 

Ling Xiaotian couldn’t help but burst out laughing.”You little brat, you’re so good at slacking off and still 

have so many tricks up your sleeve. Alright, I won’t force you. It’s the same if you do your own business 

well. ” 

“AI! Uncle is wise!” Xia ruofei raised his eyebrows at Ling Qingxue in a show of force. 

Ling Qingxue, on the other hand, made a face at Xia ruofei. 

“Don’t just stand in the courtyard, come in and have some tea!” Ling Xiaotian said. 

When they arrived at the living room of the villa, Xia ruofei quickly found some tea leaves and took the 

initiative to prepare the tea. Ling Qingxue, on the other hand, carried her things to the kitchen to 

prepare lunch. 

Ling Qingxue’s cooking skills were not bad. In a short while, she and the housekeeper had prepared a 

table full of dishes and called for Xia ruofei and Ling Xiaotian to eat. 

In the afternoon, the two of them opened a bottle of Drunken Eight Immortals wine and chatted happily 

as they drank. 
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Ling Xiaotian asked about Xia ruofei’s business trip to the capital. 

Xia ruofei felt a little guilty for no reason, but he had a strong mentality and did not show any unnatural 

expression. He quickly talked about the search for the spokesperson. 

“So, your new product is going to be on the market soon?” Ling Xiaotian asked as he took a sip of wine. 

“Mm! The approval process is almost complete. ” Xia ruofei said,”the advertisement is also in the 

process of post – production, probably in the next one or two weeks! We’re going to hold a new product 

launch in Beijing! Because our spokesperson will be joining the crew soon, we won’t be coming back to 

San Shan!” 

“The capital is not bad either!” Ling Qingxue interjected,”there are a lot of media there, and they have a 

lot of influence.” 

“RUO Fei is the best!” Ling Xiaotian said with some emotion,”it’s only been a year, and you’ve already 

made the company so impressive. You’re producing one fist product after another!” 

“How could I dare to call myself powerful in front of you!” Xia ruofei replied humbly,”you’ve been in the 

business world for decades. You’ve crossed more bridges than we have walked!” 



“Hahaha! You really know how to talk, kid!” Ling Xiaotian said,”come, come, come. Let’s have another 

one!” 

...... 

After more than an hour, Xia ruofei and Ling Qingxue gently closed the door to Ling Xiaotian’s bedroom 

and walked away quietly. 

Back on the second floor, Ling Qingxue grabbed Xia ruofei’s ear and said,””Xia ruofei, you’re really 

something! He drank too much as soon as he came back! He’s getting on in years, if he drinks too much, 

I won’t let you off!” 

Xia ruofei quickly begged for mercy,”let it go, let it go ... Weren’t we happy this afternoon?” I didn’t 

drink much ...” 

“Not much?” Ling Qingxue raised her eyebrows and said,”you two drank two and a half catties of white 

wine! Do you think my dad is the god of wine? Didn’t you see that he was struggling to walk in the end?” 

“But I’ve also been drinking a lot.” Xia ruofei said,”I drank at least half of it!” 

“Can my dad be compared to you?” Ling Qingxue didn’t know whether to laugh or cry.”How old is he? 

how old are you? and your body is as strong as a bull. You won’t get drunk even if you drink another 500 

grams!” 

“Hehe, so you know that I’m physically strong?” Xia ruofei looked at Ling Qingxue and chuckled.”If I 

don’t get our dad drunk, how can we have our own space?” 

Xia ruofei even raised his eyebrows at Ling Qingxue. 

Ling Qingxue’s face turned red, and her heart started to beat faster. 

She glared at Xia ruofei and said,””I knew you had bad intentions.” 

“How could I not have good intentions?” Xia ruofei turned around and looked at Ling Qingxue. 

Ling Qingxue took a step back subconsciously. Behind her was the wall of the corridor. Xia ruofei 

immediately leaned closer to her and put his hand on the wall to push her. 

Xia ruofei moved his face close to Ling Qingxue’s ear and said,””I’m being very kind! We haven’t seen 

each other for so many days, don’t you miss me?” 

Ling Qingxue’s face heated up and she said in a low voice,””Don’t ... The housekeeper hasn’t left yet!” 

“She’s on the first floor, she can’t hear you!” As Xia ruofei spoke, he held Ling Qingxue’s hand and lifted 

her up by the waist when she was not prepared. 

As Ling Qingxue exclaimed in shock, Xia ruofei chuckled.””Let’s go to your room and see if I’m doing this 

out of good intentions!” 

With that, Xia ruofei carried Ling Qingxue, opened the door to her room, and strode in. 

...... 



More than an hour later, the low, blood – curdling singing in Ling Qingxue’s room finally stopped. 

Ling Qingxue snuggled into Xia ruofei’s arms and said shyly,””You’re getting worse and worse. You 

actually ... Got my dad drunk because of this ...” 

Xia ruofei chuckled.”I told you. I was too happy to see my father – in – Law. I accidentally drank too 

much!” 

“You think I don’t know what you’re thinking?” Ling Qingxue pouted and glanced at Xia ruofei. 

“Hehe, wife, don’t be so hung up on this!” Xia ruofei said,”I even brought you a gift!” 

“Really! Where is he?” Ling Qingxue immediately asked,”why didn’t you take it out just now?” 

“You’re really funny. How can I think of anything else when I’m facing such a delicate and beautiful 

woman like you?” Xia ruofei said. 

“Virtue!” Ling Qingxue rolled her eyes. 

Then, she stretched out her long legs and gently touched Xia ruofei.””What are you doing? Didn’t you 

say you brought a gift? Hurry up and get it!” 

“Oh, right, right, right, wait a minute!” After Xia ruofei finished speaking, he jumped off the bed, naked. 

Ling Qingxue could not help but blush again. 

Xia ruofei started to search through the clothes that were scattered on the ground. 

Of course, in reality, he was only using his back to block Ling Qingxue’s line of sight. Then, he took out a 

protective Jade Leaf from his space and held it in his hand. 

“Clang clang clang! Do you like it?” Xia ruofei walked to the bed and asked. 

Ling Qingxue’s eyes widened when she saw the lifelike Jade Leaf. She said in surprise,””What a beautiful 

jade pendant! RUO Fei, did you buy this especially for me?” 

Xia ruofei’s eyelids twitched when he heard the word ‘specialized’. 

This really wasn’t “specialized.” He had prepared quite a few! Furthermore, he had already given Lu You 

and song Rui one each. 
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However, he quickly reacted and avoided the main point. He said,””I won’t buy this, I carved it myself! 

How was it? Your cooking skills aren’t bad, right?” 

“You even know how to do this!” Ling Qingxue was even more surprised. She took the Jade Leaf and 

looked at it over and over again. It was even more beautiful than the Jade pendants bought in jewelry 

stores. It felt like it had a spiritual nature! RUO Fei, you’re good!” 



“Hehe! “That’s ...” Xia ruofei said proudly,”Qingxue, let me tell you, the more amazing thing is yet to 

come!” 

Ling Qingxue looked at Xia ruofei in confusion. 

Xia ruofei did not keep her in suspense and quickly told her about the blood contract. Ling Qingxue’s 

face was full of disbelief, thinking that Xia ruofei was just teasing her! 

However, Xia ruofei did not waste any time and quickly stunned Ling Qingxue with facts. 

Even if Ling Qingxue didn’t have any knowledge in this area, the drop of blood that had mysteriously 

seeped into the Jade Leaf, as well as the faint connection between her and the Jade Leaf, were all real. 

Ling Qingxue gently touched the Jade Leaf hanging on her chest, her heart surging with emotions. 

After a long time, she asked,”ruofei, are you hiding something from me?” This ... This is such a magical 

technique. When did you learn it?” 

Since Xia ruofei did not secretly collect Ling Qingxue’s blood to recognize her as his master, he naturally 

did not intend to hide anything from Ling Qingxue. 

He had already thought it through. Ling Qingxue was his girlfriend, so there was no need to hide this 

from her. It wasn’t a bad thing to let her understand him a little more. 

Hence, Xia ruofei smiled and said,””Qingxue, the truth is ... I know more than you think, but there are 

some things that are a little ... How should I put it? It sounds like a fantasy, so I didn’t tell you ...” 

Xia ruofei paused and continued,””For example, this Jade Leaf! You should be able to feel the 

connection between you and it, right? In fact, the biggest effect of this Jade Leaf is not just hanging it up, 

but also the protective runes carved on the inside. When you encounter danger, it will automatically 

activate a formation to provide you protection!” 

Ling Qingxue felt as if she was listening to a heavenly book. However, the truth was right in front of her 

eyes, and she had no choice but to believe it. 

Xia ruofei smiled.”Say, if I didn’t take out this Jade Leaf, wouldn’t your first reaction be to take me for a 

brain check if I told you I could draw talismans and set up formations?” 

Ling Qingxue couldn’t help but burst out laughing.””Then, do you know how to catch ghosts?” 

“This ... I really don’t know how to!” 

“Then ... Can we ride a flying sword like we do in novels and TV shows?” 

“This ... I can’t do it for the time being ...” 

“What about killing people with flying swords from a thousand miles away?” 

“I can’t ...” 

Xia ruofei’s face darkened.””What kind of questions are these? Do you really think your husband is a 

God who can fly? I’m telling you, although I’m very capable, there’s still a gap between me and the 

immortals on earth you imagine ...” 



“I thought you could really ascend to the heavens!” Ling Qingxue burst out laughing.”Forget it, forget it. 

I just know that you’re capable!” But ... You can’t hide anything from me in the future!” 

Xia ruofei suddenly felt guilty. He had indeed been hiding something from Ling Qingxue, and it was a big 

one! 

“I wouldn’t dare!” “Yes,” Xia ruofei replied.”Wife, you have to wear this Jade Leaf with you at all times. 

Don’t take it off at all times. It’ll protect you!” 

“I know!” Ling Qingxue replied crisply. She lowered her head and looked at the lifelike Jade Leaf in front 

of her chest, her heart filled with happiness. 
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Xia ruofei had returned to the farm after dinner. 

Ling Xiaotian had been drunk for the entire afternoon. He did not even have much energy during dinner. 

The two of them did not drink at night. Instead, they made some tea and chatted for a while after 

dinner. 

Ling Xiaotian also suggested that Xia ruofei should not go home tonight. However, Xia ruofei felt that he 

was not married to Ling Qingxue yet, and it was not appropriate for him to stay in a lady’s boudoir in 

front of his future father – in – Law. Besides, Ling Qingxue looked shy, and the two of them had already 

been intimate for the entire afternoon, so he rejected him tactfully. 

The next evening, Xia ruofei arrived at a private restaurant on jiangbin road as promised. 

Private restaurants had become more popular recently. Of course, the most famous one was still the 

Ling’s private restaurant. 

However, Song Wei knew about Xia ruofei’s relationship with the owner of Ling Ji’s private kitchen, so 

she did not set the meeting place there. 

This private restaurant, called Chen family cuisine, was quite famous in Sanshan city. Its dishes were 

very unique, and there was an endless stream of customers. 

When Xia ruofei arrived at Chen family cuisine’s Jinyue Pavillion, Song Wei and her friends had already 

arrived. 

Song Wei was more careful. She had arranged to meet her friends 15 minutes earlier than Xia ruofei. 

As soon as Xia ruofei entered the door, Song Wei stood up with a smile and said,””RUO Fei is here! 

Quickly come in and sit!” 

Seeing this, Song Wei’s friends exchanged glances. 



Before she came, Song Wei had repeatedly told them that her guest today was very important and that 

they should not be throwing tantrums. Otherwise, it would mean that they were not giving her face and 

that they should not come. 

After everyone had arrived, Song Wei brought up this matter again. She seemed to take it very seriously. 

Now, Song Wei was the 1st daughter of the family in Sanshan city. Even in the entire Southeast 

province, she was one of the top few. 

The only person who could be more arrogant than her was none other than the son of the provincial 

government. 

However, the Secretary was an official who had been demoted from Beijing. His son did not follow him 

to the southeast province. Instead, he continued to stay in Beijing. 

Song Wei’s father, song Qiming, was not only the Secretary of the Sanshan provincial government, but 

also the Deputy Secretary of the southeast province. He was the third most powerful person in the 

province. 

The Secretary of the provincial Judicial Committee, master Zhu Ji, was in the capital all year round, while 

the head of the provincial Court had no children. He had two nephews in the southeast province, but 

they were not as close as Song Wei. 

Therefore, Song Wei was a well – known figure in the circle of rich Playboys in the southeast province. 

Even if it was due to her personality, plus she was a girl and didn’t have many bad friends, her words still 

carried weight. 

Therefore, after Song Wei’s repeated reminders, everyone took it very seriously. At the same time, they 

were also guessing who the mysterious guest was that could make lady song so concerned. 

When Xia ruofei appeared, everyone saw that it was a young man and Song Wei immediately stood up 

to welcome him personally. They could not help but have some wild thoughts. 

Song Wei didn’t realize that her actions had caused a misunderstanding. She smiled and went up to 

them,”Ruofei, come here. I’ll introduce you to some friends!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded. His eyes swept across the faces of the young masters and young ladies on 

the sofa. Suddenly, his eyes stopped and he couldn’t help but exclaim,””Lu You?” 

Lu You already knew that Xia ruofei would be coming today. Song Wei knew that she was close to Xia 

ruofei, so she naturally wouldn’t keep her in suspense. 

From the moment Xia ruofei entered the door, Lu You’s gaze had never left Xia ruofei. 

Seeing that Xia ruofei had noticed her, Lu You stood up from the sofa with a smile and walked to Xia 

ruofei unhurriedly. She said graciously,””Xia ruofei, I bet you didn’t expect us to meet so soon!” 

Xia ruofei touched his head and said with a bitter smile,””I’m indeed a little surprised ...” 

“Ruofei, I know that you’re close to Lu You. That’s why I invited her today. It’s your first time meeting 

these friends. You might feel too restrained ...” Song Wei said with a smile. 



Xia ruofei sighed in his heart, sister! It would be fine if you didn’t ask Lu You to come, but I’d be more 

reserved if you asked her to come! 

However, he could only clench his teeth and say,””Thank you, Song Wei ...” 

“Hi!” Song Wei said with a smile. What’s there to be polite about? Come, come, come, everyone, take a 

seat! I’ll introduce them to everyone after we sit down!” 

Naturally, Song Wei sat in the main seat. Xia ruofei sat on the seat to her right. 

Originally, even if Xia ruofei was the main guest today, Lu You would definitely be sitting on the seat to 

the left of Song Wei. This was the second seat among the guests, so the first seat would naturally be Xia 

ruofei ‘s. 

This was because Lu You’s mother was song Qiming’s ex, and her current rank was even higher than 

song Qiming ‘s. 

If it wasn’t for the fact that Tian Huilan had already gone to the capital to become an official, Song Wei’s 

position would have been Lu You ‘s. 

However, Lu You didn’t wait for Song Wei’s arrangements. She walked straight to the seat beside Xia 

ruofei and sat down. 

This way, it wouldn’t be good for the children of the hall and Bureau leaders to sit in the taxi. No one 

dared to sit in front of Lu You! 

Song Wei was stunned for a moment, then she immediately smiled and said, “It’s fine to sit there and 

talk to ruofei more! Everyone, feel free to sit! It’s not like this is a government meeting, why would they 

care about the ranking?” 
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Song Wei’s words made everyone laugh. However, everyone had a tacit understanding when they took 

their seats. Basically, they took their seats according to their fathers ‘ranks. 

After everyone had taken their seats, Song Wei smiled and introduced,””All of you here today are my 

good friends. I’d like to introduce you to my friend. His name is Xia ruofei. Unlike me, he’s a native of the 

three mountains!” 

Xia ruofei stood up and smiled at everyone. 

He knew that those who could come today were either rich or powerful, but he was also someone who 

had seen big occasions. Not to mention that he was neither humble nor arrogant in front of elder song, 

just the children of the ministers who drank and chatted with him in the capital were the targets of 

these young masters and young ladies today, so he naturally did not have stage fright at all. 



After introducing Xia ruofei, Song Wei started to introduce the friends she had invited to Xia ruofei. 

As Xia ruofei had guessed, these people’s fathers were all leaders of Sanshan city and even the 

southeast province. This included the leaders of Sanshan city, the leaders of the provincial government’s 

organizing committee, the leaders of the provincial government’s publicity department, the leaders of 

the provincial capital administration, and so on. 

Every time Song Wei introduced a person, Xia ruofei would smile and nod in acknowledgment. He was 

very generous. 

After the introduction, Song Wei smiled and raised her glass,””Alright, now that we all know each other, 

let’s have a drink together!” 

Everyone agreed with Song Wei’s suggestion and raised their glasses. 

After putting down the wine glass, someone couldn’t hold back his curiosity and asked with a 

smile,””Sister Song, your friend looks a little unfamiliar. Where does he work?” 

Xia ruofei glanced at the man. He remembered that his name was Liu Zhe. If he remembered correctly, 

his father should be the executive Deputy Director of the provincial state – owned assets Control 

Commission. 

Of course, with Xia ruofei’s current spiritual power cultivation, his mind was much smarter than ordinary 

people. Song Wei had just introduced the names and backgrounds of these ten people, so he would not 

be mistaken. 

“Ruofei started his own company and his business is getting bigger and bigger. He’s a Big Boss now!” 

Song Wei laughed. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”Hi!” Aren’t you making fun of me? It’s just a small fight, a small fight ...” 

“That’s just a small fight!”Song Wei said with a smile. I’ve heard that you’ve taken a fancy to a siheyuan 

in the capital this time. That’s more than a hundred million Yuan! He didn’t even blink and bought it in 

full!” 

Xia ruofei was stunned for a moment. He couldn’t help but look at Lu You, thinking that this little traitor 

must have said something wrong! 

He laughed and said,”who said so?” I didn’t know how many times I blinked, but my heart ached! But 

who asked me to like that house? Even if I have to sell everything I have, I have to buy it!” 

“Stop pretending to be poor ...” Song Wei smiled and said,”don’t worry!” No one here is borrowing 

money from you!” 

“Hehe ...” 

Everyone saw that Song Wei did not introduce Xia ruofei’s father and knew that Xia ruofei was just a 

businessman. They could not help but look down on him. 

Of course, since Song Wei had invited everyone to meet Xia ruofei, they would not show their contempt 

on their faces. 



Liu Zhe, who had asked Song Wei a question, only smiled and said,”It seems that brother Xia’s business 

is very big!” 

“Sister Weiwei,” Lu You said,”Xia ruofei has another identity. You forgot to mention it!” 

“Is that so?” Song Wei was stunned for a moment.”Then tell me ...” 

Lu You cleared her throat and said,”not only did Xia ruofei start a company, but he’s also a highly – 

skilled doctor!” To be more precise, he’s a highly skilled Traditional Chinese Medicine practitioner!” 

Song Wei slapped her forehead and smiled,”Right, right, right, how could I have forgotten about this! 

Once again, I’d like to solemnly introduce to everyone that RUO Fei’s medical skills are quite amazing! If 

he were to open a clinic, his business would definitely be more popular than a company!” 

Everyone didn’t know whether to laugh or cry when they heard this. 

He had thought that Lu You was going to reveal Xia ruofei’s identity and background! In the end, a 

doctor came with a new identity. 

Although the first identity made everyone look down on him, a successful businessman should at least 

be rich! 

What’s with the doctor? Everyone in the room knew a few experts and professors. 

At this time, a girl in her 20s sitting next to Liu Zhe said with a smile,””Brother Xia, I heard that Chinese 

medicine is more popular with the older you are! You’re so young ...” 

“Shi gan ...” Song Wei furrowed her eyebrows. 

Xia ruofei waved his hand at Song Wei and interrupted her. Then, he smiled at the girl called Shi Yang 

and said,”This must be the daughter of Secretary Shi of the municipal Party Committee!” 

Xia ruofei could tell that the fathers of the friends that Song Wei had invited today must be close to song 

Qiming in politics. If they were leaders who did not agree with song Qiming, Song Wei would not have 

invited them. 

For example, Shi Yang’s father was the head secretary of the municipal Party Committee. He was 

definitely the right – hand man of song Qiming, the Secretary of the municipal government. 

Hence, Xia ruofei did not want to affect the relationship between Song Wei and them. 

The stone puppet laughed and said,”Brother Xia really has a good memory!” 

Xia ruofei smiled gently and said,””You just said that the older the Chinese medicine, the more popular it 

is. To a certain extent, it makes sense. It’s fundamentally different from Western medicine, which 

focuses on the balance of yin and yang and comprehensive treatment. It doesn’t have as many 

instruments and devices as Western medicine, so it requires a lot of experience. ” 

At this point, Xia ruofei paused and scanned everyone’s faces with confidence. Then, he 

continued,””This kind of experience can only be obtained after a large number of cases and a large 

amount of time. That’s why Chinese medicine is more popular with older people!” 



Then, Xia ruofei immediately changed the topic. He smiled and said,””But! But what I want to say is ... 

We still have to allow geniuses to exist!” 

Hearing this, the stone puppet burst into laughter and said,”Brother Xia, you mean ... You’re a genius!” 

“Don’t do personal worship!” Xia ruofei said with a smile. 

The young masters and young ladies burst into laughter. 

In fact, Xia ruofei had left a good impression on them. If it was an ordinary person in front of so many 

children of the leaders, they would be very reserved. However, Xia ruofei was always calm and 

composed. He was neither humble nor arrogant. At the same time, his attitude was very gentle. He even 

joked with Shi Yang. 

Shi Yang had a carefree personality and would not be angry with Xia ruofei. 

She only glanced at Xia ruofei and smiled.””Brother Xia, you can’t sell melons like this! You’re so 

capable, why don’t you show us what you’ve got?” 

Song Wei couldn’t help but say,”Shi gan, stop it!” RUO Fei’s medical skills are for saving lives, not for 

show!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and waved his hand.”It’s okay, Song Wei. Since we’re all your good friends today, let’s 

do a volunteer medical consultation!” 

Xia ruofei’s eyes fell on Shi Yang’s face. He smiled and asked,””Shi Xiao, this idea was your idea, why 

don’t you go first?” 

Shi Xiao immediately said,”I’ll go first!” How? Don’t we need to check her pulse first?” 

Xia ruofei leaned back in her chair and crossed her arms in front of her chest. She said 

calmly,””Traditional Chinese Medicine focuses on looking, listening, asking, and touching. I’ll show you 

my skills in the ‘Wang’ word first!” 

“What do you mean?” asked the stone puppet, confused. 

Lu You looked at Xia ruofei and said,””What he means is that he doesn’t need to take your pulse. He just 

needs to look at you to know if there’s anything wrong with your body! Is this what you mean, Xia 

ruofei?” 

Xia ruofei snapped his fingers and said,””Correct!” 

Everyone could not help but look at each other, thinking that this was too unreliable. Even those white – 

bearded old Chinese medical doctors had to take a long time to check her pulse! Xia ruofei could tell 

what illness a person had with just one look? Why didn’t he go to heaven? 

However, Xia ruofei had already said it. Wasn’t he afraid of being embarrassed? 

Among the people present, only Song Wei and Lu You had full confidence in Xia ruofei. They had 

personally witnessed Xia ruofei’s magical medical skills. 

“Is it really that godly?” the stone puppet asked, its eyes wide open. 



Then, she sat up straight, puffed out her chest, and said,””Then you see! I’d like to see what you can 

figure out!” 

Xia ruofei glanced at the stone puppet and smiled.””You don’t have to sit so straight! I’m not a CT scan 

machine. If the posture is wrong, I won’t be able to detect it ...” 

The stone puppet couldn’t help but burst out laughing again,”Brother Xia, I realized that you’re really 

poor!” 

“Then I’ll give you something that’s not poor!” Xia ruofei said,”let me tell you about your physical 

condition! Are you mentally prepared?” 
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Xia ruofei kept them in suspense for a long time, and everyone’s interest was piqued. Shi Yang also 

smiled and said, “There’s no need to be mentally prepared! Brother Xia, just say it!” 

Xia ruofei let out a long sigh and revealed a pitiful expression. His brows were tightly knitted together. 

Xia ruofei’s actions made Shi Yang, who was originally joking, a little nervous. She said weakly,””Brother 

Xia, don’t scare me ...” 

Shi Xiao thought to himself that he couldn’t have really seen through the problem! That’s impossible! 

How could a doctor be able to detect a problem with just a glance? Wouldn’t that make him a God? He 

must be bluffing! 

Xia ruofei sighed.”Shi Yang, have you been feeling insatiable recently? have you been feeling cold all the 

time? do you sweat a lot when you sleep at night?” 

The stone puppet subconsciously nodded. 

Xia ruofei continued to ask,”sometimes you feel dizzy, palpitations, suffocation, and shortness of 

breath?” 

The stone puppet nodded again. 

In fact, she felt a little suffocated in her chest. She had been in this condition for more than a month, but 

the hospital didn’t find anything wrong with her. 

At this time, Shi Yang no longer dared to look down on Xia ruofei. She only took one look at him and 

could see all his problems clearly. She was even more accurate than a CT scan machine! 

Just as the stone puppet was staring at Xia ruofei, Xia ruofei sighed and said,””Shi Xiao, you should eat 

more during this time! Eat whatever you want to eat ...” 

Shi Xiao’s words were like a bolt of lightning on a clear day, completely dumbfounded. 



Eat whatever you want to eat ... What does this mean? 

Everyone was originally whispering to each other, but after hearing Xia ruofei’s words, they were all 

stunned. They looked at the stone puppet in disbelief and then at the calm Xia ruofei. 

Then, the stone puppet’s mouth pouted, and it began to cry. 

As she cried, she said,”brother Xia, is ... Is my illness very serious?” You ... You don’t have to hide it from 

me. I can take it. Just tell me ... How much time do I have left ...” 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but be dumbfounded. This girl looked so carefree, but why was she so easy to 

tease? 

Song Wei did not know whether to laugh or cry as she looked at Xia ruofei and quickly said,””Shi Yang, 

don’t listen to Xia ruofei’s nonsense. He’s just trying to scare you!” 

Shi Xiao sobbed and said,”Sister Song, don’t comfort me!” Brother Xia ... Brother Xia is so accurate ... 

The symptoms he mentioned ... I have all of them ... Sob sob sob ...” 

Everyone looked at each other. They had thought that Xia ruofei was just trying to be mysterious and 

that the stone puppet had been scared silly. They didn’t expect Xia ruofei to be able to accurately name 

so many symptoms without even touching the patient. 

This was a little magical. 

Xia ruofei quickly said,”Shi Yang, I haven’t finished!” What are you crying for? It’s not a big problem!” 

The stone puppet was stunned for a moment, but it didn’t even bother to wipe its tears and quickly 

asked,”Brother Xia, you ... You mean ... I can still be saved?” 

“This isn’t a life – threatening problem. It’s just a small problem. It can’t be said to be incurable.” Xia 

ruofei said, not knowing whether to laugh or cry. 

“Ah?” The stone puppet couldn’t come to its senses for a while. 

Xia ruofei didn’t dare to joke anymore and quickly said,””You’re just a little weak. You just need to pay 

attention to your diet. I’ll give you a prescription later, and your symptoms will naturally disappear after 

you take it for a while ...” 

“It’s that simple?” The stone puppet felt as if it had returned from hell to heaven. 

However, she quickly came back to her senses and couldn’t help but say fiercely,””Then, you were 

sighing and making me eat whatever I wanted to eat! You’re scaring me on purpose ...” 

Xia ruofei showed an innocent expression and said,””I’m not! You misunderstood ...” 

“Have you been dieting recently?” Xia ruofei asked immediately. 

“I’ve been trying to lose weight recently ...”Shi Yang lowered his head and said. 

Then, she raised her head and said,””But what does this have to do with the illness you’re talking 

about?” 



Xia ruofei said righteously,”how is it not related?” It had a huge relationship! Losing weight also required 

science. Not only would dieting not help lose weight, but it would also easily destroy the body. It’s 

because you’ve taken in too little nutrients that your qi and blood are weak, and you’ve been invaded by 

evil!” 

Xia ruofei stood up and glanced at the young masters and young ladies. He realized that he had 

successfully attracted everyone’s attention and could not help but feel proud. 

He continued,”that’s why I told you not to control your appetite. Eat whatever you want to eat. Your 

body will only slowly get better if you take in enough nutrients!” Who knew you’d be so timid that you 

were so scared that you cried ...” 

Song Wei couldn’t help but smile. She knew that Xia ruofei was just trying to scare Shi Yang. However, 

after Xia ruofei said that, it seemed like there was no flaw. Instead, it was because Shi Yang was too 

timid. 

Lu You, on the other hand, glanced at Xia ruofei and thought,”This guy really had a way with girls. No 

wonder so many beautiful women were attracted to him ... 

The stone puppet wiped away her tears in embarrassment and pouted,”Brother Xia, you’re so long – 

winded when you talk. It’s so scary ...” 

 


